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The importance of evaluation

Some general comments 



Why is frequent data collecting so important?

• Provide an assessment of the financial wellness of families

• Compare data over (short periods of) time

• Provide statistics and information to inform policy and programs

• Provide data to researchers



Frequent data collection also helps in:

• Identifying (new) vulnerable groups

• Experimenting/testing new questions

• Communication tool

• Credibility/Trustworthiness

• Guiding for cost-effective national strategies



The data collection in Italy (2020-2022): panel data 
collected at yearly frequency

Data is available at www.quellocheconta.gov.it

http://www.quellocheconta.gov.it/


What is unique about it

• It is a panel data set (following individuals over time)

• It is a large data set (5000 obs)

• Information not available in other surveys (we even asked about 
knowledge of the Financial Education Committee)

• Cheaper than other methods of gaining information/attention: data 
is the new currency

A group of experts, including academics, designed the questions



Data and communication

• We made report and data available 
at the end of Financial Literacy 
Month

• We did it in a children museum

• We went on TV to talk about the 
data and the new findings

• Bring attention to financial literacy, 
for example knowledge of inflation



Measuring financial literacy (the big three)

The Big Three

“Suppose you had $100 in a savings account and the
interest rate was 2% per year. After 5 years, how much
do you think you would have in the account if you left the
money to grow?”

“Imagine that the interest rate on your savings account
was 1% per year and inflation was 2% per year. After 1
year, with the money in this account, would you be able
to buy…”

“Do you think the following statement is true or false?
Buying a single company stock usually provides a safer
return than a stock mutual fund.”

q More than $102 
q Exactly $102
q Less than $102 
q Don’t know
q Refuse to answer

q More than today
q Exactly the same as today
q Less than today
q Don’t know
q Refuse to answer

q True
q False
q Don’t know
q Refuse to answer

ü

ü

ü



Financial literacy across topics and over time



How much do people know and does knowledge change over time?

We can look at levels and changes over time

Financial literacy is low and does not improve over time



Financial literacy across demographic groups



Other useful information (cont’d)

How did people deal with inflation?



Measuring financial fragility

How confident are you that you could come up with 
$2,000 if an unexpected need arose within the next 
month?

• I am certain I could come up with the full $2,000.
• I could probably come up with $2,000.
• I could probably not come up with $2,000.
• I am certain I could not come up with $2,000.
• Don’t know.



Financial fragility over time

We have looked at how financial fragility changes over time

Many families are fragile and 2022 has been a difficult year



Other very useful information

Do people know the Committe, Financial Literacy Month, the 
national strategy?

Financial literacy month is what people know the most



• How many people know about “sustainable finance  (not 
many, 50% of Italians have never heard of ESG)

• Demand for financial education in school, in the workplace, in 
other places

• Whom should the national strategy target

Other useful information



• In 2021, we were given funds for a national campaign

• What are its effects?

Evaluating a national campaign



• While hard, it is necessary

• We asked the best international experts to join us in this 
effort

Very hard to evaluate a national campaign



The main challenges of the campaign

• It is not possible to restrict viewership since the TV initiatives 
cover the  nation, with no variation in TV signal strength, at 
least in urban areas. 

• Other initiatives were in process at the same time (for 
example, financial literacy month)



The main initiatives of the campaign

We focus on three main initiatives of the campaign (involving a 
total sample of 3855 subjects)

• «Un Posto al Sole»: a TV fiction (5 episodes)
• «L’Eredità»: a TV game show (8 episodes)
• «Sofia»: radio/TV spot and social media



Methodology
Representative 

sample
(n=3855)

Control group
(n=965)

Treatment group 
(n=2890)

Sofia 
(T1)

(n= 960)

Un Posto al Sole 
(T2)

(n= 966)

L’eredità (T3)
(n=964)



Methodology (cont’d)

Baseline 
(ex ante) + 

Encouragement design
[August 2021]

Follow-Up
(ex post)

[February 2022]

What we will do is to compare the treated groups with the 
control group before and after the campaign. 



Randomized encouragement design

• We sent reminders about the upcoming event to each treated 
group to make sure they are «exposed» to the treatment

• To measure compliance, after each event, we sent mini-
surveys to each treatment group.



Incentives

• Each participant is paid to take part of the survey, both 
subjects in the control and the treatment groups.

• In addition, we incentivized participants in the treated groups 
to be compliant. We used three main criteria to give them 
extra points:
1) correctness of responses
2) timeliness 
3) complete all mini-surveys 



Findings

• Findings will be made available in the new year

• We have learned a lot from this work

• Everything should be evaluated in order to have a good 
allocation of resources



Concluding remarks

• Data and evaluations are critically important for policy and 
programs

• Need to use scarce resources effectively

• Need to bring the best talents to the financial literacy field



Thank you!
For more info visit www.gflec.org.

Follow us on social media and stay informed.
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For information, you can reach me at alusardi@gwu.edu


